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A LoVE

SONNET

Your eyes shine bright on the hem of my canvassed heart,
Rays float, hover, encroach about its fray,
As a bloom bends toward the sun, impart
A soft, sure, supple word and direct the day.
You are far lovelier than a breath's song,
A brush's stroke compares tono measure,
My consigned affection stretches sweet and long,
Yours is my love, and I, your love treasure.
But let others, for others there are, recite admiration,
My indifferent desire is to be sober, staid
Disinterest denies me drink of your buzz-warm libation,
Until your loaded glance shoots through my plans made.
Teach my mind and make my fear subside,
Beset my heart so in you I will confide.
by 'IJa'VidKaufmann
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I can hear raindtops
Falling from the second floor gutters,
Falling into the shallow white gravelled

PUDDLE
Which, when there is no rain, could
never be mistaken for a dry puddle.
At least that is what it sounds like
As I piece together different events
From my childhood and put them in a sequence
To make perfect sense out of what
I'm hearing now, in my own apartment,
As I stay up late and be a grown-up.

by 'Phil Moore

A TITLE FOR A NAME
The writer goes to the desk, to the typewriter, to the pile
of white paper beside the typewriter, to the jumble there
of coins and keys, ash tray, cigarettes, pocket knife. He
tries for one sheet off the top of the pile, comes up with
four, disengages one, begins to put it in the machine, has
a little difficulty getting it straight, lets the matter stand a
moment while he examines the pocket knife: a long knife
with a fine bone handle on which is stamped in gold T. I.
REALTY, a fine letter opener.
He gets to work, starting anywhere because he hasn't
time to pick and choose, got to write something as quickly as possible, got to make another stab at it, got to see
about getting hold of some money.
He gets up from the typewriter suddenly, leaving the
paper in the machine. He goes to the plate-glass window
andlooks out at the sea through field glasses. Three
fishermen in a yellow rubber boat are three hundred
yards off shore in a bed of seaweed. They seem to be
there every day.
He tosses the field glasses onto the sofa, goes over to
the typewriter, removes the sheet of typing paper, folds it,
tosses it at the trash, then feeds more into the typewriter.
After a moment he hears the neighbor boy going
down the back steps to the beach, and a moment later he
sees the boy with his fishing rod over his shoulder. He
stands in the light on the beach looking out to where the
fishermen in the yellow rubber boat a.re. He goes to the
big black rock there which is directly, or almost directly,
in.front of the two houses, knocks off a couple of mussels
with a stone, cracks the mussels, uses the insides of them

for bait, moves with the receding tide, casts, runs back,
/

and begins to fish.
The writer goes back to the desk and takes over the
typewriter and goes to work for two hours writing about
the three fishermen in the yellow rubber boat and the
neighbor boy surf-fishing and about the writer writing
about each of them.
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The next day he finds the folded sheet of typing paper
on the floor next to the garbage can it had not fallen into.
He unfolds it to see what he had written.
He had written his own name and the title of a story.
He notices the field glasses on the sofa where he had
ca.st them a.side.
Is this what happened?
He began to type his name, to confirm again who tt is
he is supposed to be, the name by which he goes - ["Wny
didn't you name me Marco Polo, he was a good guy?" he
asks his father] -

the name which is supposed to signify

that which can never be signified. He got through the
name all right. He went to work on the title, got through
the first two words all right, had only a little ways to go,
gave it up, and typed only his name and half a title.
Ifhe could have known it, he'd have given hi!nself
that title.
He saw a bad movie about Dylan Thomas on television one night. He liked Dylan Thomas, but didn't know
what to make of him, read all about him, and finally,
"Did he know anything for real about anything?"
From somewhere he's gotten the idea that that is the
important thing.
byM. G. Snowden

ALoNE IN A Woon
A sparkle fades, the tip of fire flashes;

And the waters quell.
The sun shines bright-not at all in a deep fores t;
Alone in a thick and crowded wood.
The leaves rustle my plight,
And the bitter wind snaps across my face.
Staring into space the world seems distant;
Yet I am covered in a blanket of ash and dirt.
The fire dances and warms my blood.
The shades of green grow through my body;
Leaves sprout forth from my mouth;
Roots dig into the cold earth from my legs,
And my limbs push towards the canopy seeking light.
- Forever tangled among the silent swaying crowd.
And my eyes are glazed and frozen,
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Forever opened wide in the dim forest

-~ ·.

And branch grows from branch-slowly shooting up.
The fire dances little and the blood grows cold.
Forever swaying silently.
by 'Deacon Brodie
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The verses that you wrote,
You gave away your freedom
and then recanted.
'Woe unto the slanderer'
Was the price you paid worth it?
by Jessica Stuart

CINQ!JAIN

blushing
we undress
nervous giggles
as we tiptoe down
to bathe
by Jessica Stuart
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Tms SrnE oF HEAVEN
This side of heaven that we do make
Are paths of woes and throes to partake,
As just for me, as fair for her, where

Beauty clings to the ceaseless grip of
How we behold two sides of heaven.
And the single blue clear day as seen,
Though, [May, the mistress winter has held],
as it may be seen a day of gray.
We two walk the bowl of Harbor Way
That settles amongst the hills as moons
Qgarterly covered, and no less I
Post myself in awe how time has stopped
this silent silver sleek sound asleep.
Moved by, red ripe cherry trees, pitted
Deep, how glorious they stand in three,
Five, seven. Oh! how you see red eyes

In black, in bondage by Nature's rows,
Captured by the serpent's hair and wood,
And night time's softness you paint yourself
A picture bridled, forced into frame.
And this side of heaven as some see
As rain, have built homes from underneath
A grim solemn parasol of pain,
From out of hi.ding, I ensue to
her beauty, cleansed of whom can deny
beauty of every sundry found here.
For who does deem the day as pastel,
pressing colors begging to luster,
And finds divinity in fingers
Made to blaze our delightful blue skies?
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How then must we present and pursue
Clouds that fade in seasons character,
By Hope's namd To stab the fatted gut
With covered eyes, so amour propre,
As if snared by the net of the guess?
So we then tum, and know less of how
To redeem, rather, let go and wait
by the wailing tree and strip thyself
of all distrust and four leafed clovers.
This side of Heaven from far below,
For we not know why billows embrace
Mantled, as a prize by mountain's pride,
That alone, governed by in itself
Near absence, the Victor at present
Closes His timepiece, for all we know
We call it history far below.
This side of Heaven designed to be,
Purposefully, pre-empted, and shaped
Out in palms worn of Providence, blown
By breath to one more fading flower
and the faint withering blade of grass.
by 'DavidKalikiano Illman
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MOCKINGBIRD

The manic, mimic song
OfTennessee's state bird prefiguring the Hell
of plagiarists:
to spend eternity
repeating endlessly
every chirp and twitter they
have heard.
by ClijfForeman
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DECEMBER MONARCHS

Rehearsing lordly lines'
For this evening's madrigal banquet,
I scrape dry leaves from the gutters.
Then raking them into governable piles
I see it flying unsteadily
Across the driveway.

It lights at shoulder height on an oak
Where, its wings straight up and pressed together,
Only their dull undersides visible,
It looks like a solitary leaf
Protruding directly from the trunk.
I touch its wings,
Whereupon it opens
Displaying black and orange regalia,
And Ries unresentfully over the roof
From which I had so recently descended,
And into the sun.
As I elevate my hands to watch it,

My palms receive immediately
The bension of warmth.
by Nicholas 'P. Barker
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MONKEY!

Monkeys, monkeys everywhere
Monkey's hang onto the sun
Monkeys have lots of fun
Monkeys, monkeys everywhere
Monkey's are in the moon
Monkeys make me, make me swoon
Monkeys, monkeys everywhere
Monkeys always have a ball
Monkeys cause trouble in the hall
Monkeys, monkeys everywhere
Monkeys climb up in trees
Monkeys fear 110000 breeze
Monkeys, monkeys everywhere
Monkeys speak to me
Monkeys are very free
Monkeys, monkeys everywhere
Monkeys, O' what a thrill
Monkeys I'll kill, Kill, KILL
Monkeys, monkeys everywhere

I HATE MONKEYS!
by John Ottinger III
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!RISH HILLS

Irish hills, why woe in misery and mourn?
Thy earth is cleansed with cascades.
You bustle and bum blowing your horn,
your wheat is plucked by blowing maids.
You comfort bones of dead and hard
when cries are called for ease
to bear the ground for you to guard,
By sorrows tears you please.
Endure the raincoats that surround
your knoll of misted haze,
for Iris sits upon your mound
encircled by clear days.
Everyday you wave to me and greet
with rolling meadows green and grinning,
to plunge in pools of grass and meet
your bliss from the beginning.
Your emerald gates are openly
to slumber in the jade,
for Irish Hills had lent her key
and from there I had laid.

by 1JavidKalikiano Illman
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THE CLEARING IN THE FOREST

As I was walking through the forest, I came upon a man
who was standing in a small clearing. On his hand he was
balancing a magnificent pair of white, feathered wings.
,k·
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They weren'f-att~~ed to any creature but _seemed to have
' ·-~ _.,,_
...
a life of their own as they rested on the palm of his hand
and flapped of their own acc'ord. Their wingspan must
have been about forty feet. He turned his head to look at
me and seemed to be waiting for me to approach, so I
did. I stood there, stunned and speechless. I found
myself wondering why he was holding them and not
wearing them. I almost got enough courage up to ask
him, when he spoke first, answering my question before I
could put it to him:
"I want to give these to someone. Do you know anyone who would want them?"
My thoughts raced. I thought through a list of my
family and friends for some people who might possibly
want them. Then I realized that he was, in a way, offering
them to me. I was immediately so excited that I could
only think of myself soaring high above the mountains
and tree-tops, or even above the clouds themselves. I
imagined the different places I would love to view and
explore with them. Then I stopped myself and forced
myself to think practically. I managed to ask, 'If someone
were to have them, would she be able to make them disappear or appear as she pleases?"
He had a soft, sad smile on his face as he gently shook
his head and said, "No."
I had to admit to myself that I couldn't think of anyone but a complete hermit who would be willing to deal

with that. My heart sunk as I realized that I wouldn't be
willing to either. He podded in sympathy. He knew what I
was thinking; he.knew how badly I wanted those wings. I
had a feeling that the wings would be permanent ifI
accepted them. IfI had them, I would be too self-conscious to be among my own people any more. I would
feel compelled to live by myself for the rest of my life.
I tore my gaze from them and looked at the ground
in front of my feet.
"No," I said in response to his first question, "I don't
know someone who would."
When I looked up again, he was gone. I almost started to cry, but then I noticed something on the ground
where he had been standing. It was a large, white feather
with a note attached. It read:
Be patient, little one. You are not ready to fly yet;
however, you are closer than you would have been had
you accepted. Keep this to remember what happened
here today, and someday we will meet again when you
really will fly.
After reading the note, I really did cry but more with
joy than anything else. I then took the feather into my
possession and continued to walk through the forest.
by Melissa Withington
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SWIRLING

Swirling, sinking, swaying and drifting doubt devours me.
Lost in love and craving true freedom,
Is it with you or does it stand alone?
Lost in love and craving,
Lost for love and fearful too!
Swaying, sinking, swirling and drifting lost for love of you.
Can I be true? Should I be true?
My life would change for none but you.
Laughter cries and she's my delight,
Lost in her eyes I find the bluest light.
Swirling, swaying, sinking and drifting
Lost for love of you and fear of myself untrue.

byl.B.

THE BrZARRE LIFE OF DEL

in the midst of a heavy wall which divides me from
myselfi'm cornered into myself and this entrapment
isn't subtle. i've tried explosion ... the wall still stands. i've
tried jumping... white men can't jump. i've used powers
of the mind ... they pass right through and my mind can't
handle me and i become chaotic doors knit together it
protrudes at me, it laughs in my face, it uses rejection
from my other self and with a bitter hatred that continually grows i go moronically disabled against my greatest
enemy and on a raven-hued velocipede i ride its fierce
angry winds unbalanced; and on my girth it reads 'death'
in silver font there is a lounge somewhere below where i
disappear when i need a laugh, where the ferns grow the
greenest where the waves sing about love and nonsensical
lullaby ballad ... the musty ribbon rolls away and my new
self is exposed from the curtains of a boundless night. i'm
on the avenue of the treehorse in the depths of the water
goddesses.
Jade Alger
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HARVEY BREIT,JAZZARTIST

Harvey Breit was-here a number of days ago, and one
evening downtown he played his jazz, and men and
women applauded, and it made conversation. They are
still talking of Harvey's hands, the way they made the guitar strings bum so that the smoke from the strings lifl:ed
and mixed with the smoke from his cigarette, and much
of the talk is nonsense, even though it might make rich
prose, and apparently it is impossible to get away from
talking nonsense.
The evening Harvey played his guitar for the city I sat
alone in my room, listening to him. The concert began at
8:30 o'clock, and I was in my room an hour earlier. I have

a good view of the park from my window, so I could see
Harvey Breit and his band setting up, and when, around
eight o'clock, people started to show up and find a piece
of the lawn to sit on, I could see that too. After a while
the people began to arrive in great numbers, some in
automobiles, most walking though, and special police
began to blow whistles, getting the situation under hand.
Harvey walked onto the stage and the people began to
applaud; he played and smoked his cigarette and played
and smoked his cigarette and the crowd applauded; then
he took his money and went on to Atlanta, and I sat in
my room, smiling about it.
Well, finally, at eleven at night I decided to listen to a
different sort of concert, and I walked swiftly to the
docks, by the river: the docks is the place where hot dogs
are sold and where you can ride the chutes and other
things, and there is a merry-go-round at the docks: I went
to the merry-go-round and listened to its music: this is
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the story I wanted to tell you and it is probably a little
more difficult than some of you can handle, but the
whole point is this: that Harvey, though a first-rate musician, didn't play the merry-go-round music and the music
of the merry-go-round happened mechanically and it was
very bad though very splendid too, being the music little
children hear when they ride the merry-go-round horses
and goats and lions and camels and hence was the music
of remembrance, but very bad and not Harvey Breit and
so difficult to talk about, and still, it was very splendid
and I sat alone listening to the concert and at midnight
the music stopped and I applauded loudly and I said
bravo, the story finished, Harvey Breit and myself and
the audience. Harvey himself, not conversation, and his
playing, and the machine music of the merry-go-round,
and no children there at midnight, only the ghosts of all
children, and myself at the window, Harvey and the
crowd and the park and the river, the youngjazz artist at
the guitar with cigarette in mouth, the unturning merrygo-round, and forever the river.
byM. G. Snowd:_f:,ff.:i°
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UNTITLED

I searched high arrd low;
I searched near and far;
I searched everywhere outside
Of myself and nothing was suitable
For my poem. ''Alright," I thought, "perhaps
no refrain at all is better than an awful refrain.
I lmew where I might find one:
Within the highs and lows of my emotions,
Within the feelings near to and far from my heart.
"Now I have a multitude of choices."
I claimed triumphantly."But wait," I thought."No one
would understand this."
And I returned to my former stance, holding that
no refrain at all is better than a misunderstood refrain."
Time was dwindling and the hour was near.
I still had no refrain for the poem next due.
I sighed, for none else could I do.
If there be nothing without and
If there be nothing within, then it must be true that
no refrain at all is better than an awful refrain.
by 'Phi/Moore
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~ EVENING AT GREYFRIAR's

An evening at Greyfriar's

A red brick wall
Pounding rain drops
Ebb and flow of heavenly sounds
Beauty in a flower dress
Yellow leaves sway and fall
The murmur of a coffee shop
Aroma lingers in the air
Fingertips of the streetlight shine on the pavement
Artificial shadows and the cling of wet clothes
Plastic plant in a pot and regulated air flow
A square room on a spinning globe
Disproportionate lighting and repetitive static music
Expensive leather boots and four dollar cups of coffee
Depiction of nature hanging on plastered walls
Squeaky footsteps 011 a hard wooden floor
Ah -

the sensation of cold rain upon the cheek

Life again -

air again.

Alas, upon a paved sidewalk in a concrete city.

by 'Deacon Brodie
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AWAY BEYOND TH}:: CHIMNEYTOPS

windowflying in Praha belching out little wooden necklaces in assorted pairs
[storefront by Van Gogh's river]
anon the soul fields have piled up bent jingle bells [cemetary?]
untamed music bleeds an unharnessed red word
and it dangles in the clutches of the wind before sticking
to an awning
how beautiful is the unlovely?
Anonymous

[PosT-LoVE MoDERNISM]

Now you know her secrets.
Keep her secrets
as if they were your own.
This is nothing new we have known it all along
... and women,
what man can understand them?
But this is the bed we lie in
a bed oflies and confusion.
"Close your eyes
and forget these things
as they compound on the periphery."
They will not disturb us in the night,
because we neither love nor sin.
by Jonathan M. 'Da'UiS

TAORMINA

Looking out to the blue-green sea,
The Grecian columns their stories tellO f men who sang, and danced, and played,
And upon the fabled stage did swell
From below the ocean's musical tide.
The hero diesThe audience cries,
And men are left to ponder their fate.
Still the waves crash on the rocks far below.
The voice of the wind do the columns still know.
The cliffs of the mountain still hold up their stageAnd life carries on from age unto age.
by Valerie Henderson

~RUBINE DE VE•RDAD

I laugh at the cold mountain air above the gym. It is as
innocuous to me as the tips ofbullets and the vacuum of
space and final exams of profs. I laugh at it all because I
can, because I am SUPERCOMBS! Protector ofBelated
Possums and Apostle of Truth! And so my name's duties
have called me here tonight. Removing me from my
ground floor dwelling and flying me at light speed to this
distant edifice, this unholy temple of tuition sucking
sport.
Lasers issue from my eyes, cutting a new skylight for
the gym. I descend slowly, the warm air of sweat and
leather hits me but I maintain my smirk, knowing that I
am just as safe in here as I am in the worst dangers of the
real world. Before I commence with my mission I close
my eyes to review my vast foreknowledge of this place.
"Be prepared," I tell myself "Remember THE LAW
of such an abode."
r] They know not what they truly do.

'L] They are disciplined athletes and relatively
formidable opponents. [for a normal mortal]
3] Never forget that it has once been stated by an age
old Prophet, Basketball chicks are ugly.
"Back to this present space-time," I tell myself
I feel the waxed bard wood floor on my bare feet.
There is a rally cry of"Go Scots!" Then I open my eyes.
For the first time I see them. Five at the front, the rest
behind on plastic chairs awaiting commands from the
General. And there she is, the General, at the front of the
front, the top of the pyramid five. My God, how can this
be? A part ofTHE LAW. .. is it wrong? #rr, she is not

--

ugly, far from it.
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onetheless my crusade shall continue.

I run towards them: A brown bowling ball advancing
towards a strike. But instead an orange sphere hits my
head knocking my ass to the floor. Ow. I didn't know dyed
animal skin could hurt so much. Before I can ponder
why, her fist greets my face in an every so non-housewife
fashion. I don't understand what is going on! "Go Scots!"
echoes from all four high walls.
While on the ground I look towards my entrance
hole above, hoping for a possible escape, so that I may
gather my senses and finish this battle some other day.
.::> .

But I don't see my hoped-for exit. Instead in its place is
Her -

the leader, the tough spokeswoman who at this

point has not spoken and only hit. Her face again it stuns
me. Angelic? Yes. But then how can this place be unholy?
"It isn't," she states.
Oh crap! She can read my mind!
She reaches down [may I note how well developed her
biceps are] And grabs my skull, palming it in her pa.lmolive soft hands, while she says the last words I ever hear
before the painful crack:
"By the way we do know what we do."
THE END

by Fernando Windemuller
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UNTITLED

The tree in winter
impales the earth like a thorn,
spreading infection
by Rebecca Norman

LoVEPoEM

I like your pronouns,
when you mention "we" and mean
just myself and you
by Rebecca Norman

UNTITLED

If she
told me she could

,.,...:!

give me the sky for a day

the question might arise "w_p'hld l

.,

want it?"
.

(r

by Chris Ammons
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UPON SEEING

MY GRANDFATHER'S DECLINE

Disheveled, apparently grim and sedate,
Jello dripping from your mouth, dutiful
And loving Clarice cleans it up, not embarrassed.
I want to make sure it registers to you that
I am here. My, your,jaw line and chin staring and greeting,
Hopeful that you know it's me.
"He was a bull of a man," I've heard it said,
Loose muscles and skin hang by a thread to your
Massive frame. Who can be that big?
I remember pork chops, a hammock, and no restrictions!
Now I help your large shoes onto the footrest
of your wheel chair
To go eat something easily swallowed.
Eyes like glass, face like Lake Michigan on a windy day,
vast and flapping.
You are still there, though. You cry when you hear a Psalm.
Who is to say you are not the happy genius
of your household?
One word,just one utterance, one grunt!
Your mouth begins to open and out exits a
long drawn out "Right!"
Never fails to send my brothers and me rolling.
by 'DavidKaufinann
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UNVEILING

ro7 a.m.

Strip poker, an odd game to play i.t1 mixed company but
then again this is one on one.
"My deal," he says and she shrugs as he begins to
shuffle the deck. The room is empty, the building deserted except for the two gamblers sitting on the floor. H e
doesn't know about her but he has far more riding on this
game than merely physical things.
She frowns slightly, considering her hand and he
glances at his own cards. A pair of threes. Not very good.
"Two cards," she says quietly. He deals two more cards
and discards pa.rt of his own hand. What he draws is
worthless.
"I fold," he says quickly, before she even has a chance
to bid.

"In that case you lose your ante." She looks slightly
amused as he pulls off his left sock. ''And it's my turn to
deal." He watches her hands as she takes the deck. Cut,
shuffle, bridge. She is better at it than he is and he feels
suddenly awJ...-ward. The silence begins to bother him and
he makes small talk while she deals and they discard and
rearrange their hands. He pauses to look at his cards and
realizes he has a full house.
"I bet my top layer," he says slowly.
She nods. "I'll match and raise you by a sock."
She has taken the bait. He pauses. It would be a simple matter to force her to bid higher but he wants the
unlayering to be her idea and not his. "I fold."
She looks surprised but hands him her cards and he
deals and talks and folds every hand, even those he would

most likely win. Before long he has reached the point
when he will soon be forced out of the game and he
brings it up as he deals.
"I thought the point of the game was to win," she
says slowly.
"Well, yes. But you haven't folded even once and I'm
down to my last layer." He realizes that he sounds petulant but he wants her to understand.
"I don't understand." Her hand is white against
her cards.
"Look at all I've given up for you!" He gestures wildly
at the discarded heap next to him.
"Gave up for me?"
"So that I wouldn't force you to lose or give up
anything."
She closes her eyes for a moment, looking as if she
has just been struck. "You are forcing me now."
"No, I'm not," he says quickly. But a guilty flush
creeps into his eyes.
She is silent for a moment, watching him. "I
fold," she says finally. She stands up and pulls off her
sweater, a bulky but protective mass, and drops it to
the floor. She is suddenly small and vulnerable in a
single thin shirt that is apparently her only remaining
layer. "Looks like I lose."
He doesn't understand what has happened at first and
he opens his mouth but she is already walking away.
"Where are you going?" he calls after her.
She is already gone.
He glances at his cards. A bad hand, worth absolutely
nothing. After a moment he picks up hers. Four aces and
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a two, which is wild. Five of a kind, an unbeatable hand.
The silence now that she is gone is so intense it feels
as if his eardrums will break.
She couldn't have lost.

byA.G.f!rown

S,~~RHIGHWAY

Zipping, rushing, fluid.
A serpent winding its way,
tb.fough concrete canyons.
Mksses of humanity.
Alive.

by Kathryn Elizabeth Brightbill
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REFLECTION

Wow. Look at this! So confined, claustrophobic even,.
and yet infinite. An entire world of me spreading in every
direction, yet a world as simple and fragile as the mirrors --·- :· that create it all.

· · •· ~:--.-

* The boy and his millions turn around to see every
other one mimic the same actions. They laugh together.
What an ego thrill. When I smile, the world
smiles. When I look angry, a planet's population ac,
just as angry. Acts? They are just as angry because

,,

they are just like me. As I move my hand, so they

·

move theirs. They act as a collective whole and yet: _
each maintains his individuality.
*

1

The boy and a nearby self approach each other. They

look the other in the eye. Their hands slowly move in
unison until they touch fingertips at the pane.
Here I feel the miracle. Is it simply glass? Or do I

1
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touch fingers _wit~ another uni~erse, another reality? Is .
there something 111s1de that mirror?
· ~

*

The boy's face and the self's face close in on each other.
Who are you? You look just as real as I do. Is this

impenetrable surface to reality all that separates us? Who
brought you here? Did I walk in to create you out of
oblivion? Or was it the other way around? You look like
you're thinking. What is it that goes through your head?
Is it the same as what goes through mine? Have I fooled
you into thinking you exist? Or am I deceived?
•

The two breathe onto the surface. Their breath fogs

the mirror and they watch each other with equal care as

.j

they wipe it away from their respective sides. A slight
smear remarns.

I

I
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Now I've done it. I've smudged your world. Is it true
that now everything.you know is smudged? Will everything in your whole world be warped and distorted? What
would that be like?
*

They wipe off the smudge to restore a clean plate.
I wonder what your name is? Is it Joshua or John? Ben

or Thomas? Andrew or Adam? Any name other than
mine? Can you prove it? Can I prove it? Perhaps you exist
only when I walk in here? Then what about the others,
the whole army of me? You look real enough, I'll bet
you're the one I see in my bathroom mirror. They may
only exist this once and, when I leave, be thrown into
nothingness forever.
*

The self and the boy step back to see the whole of

each other.
"I think therefore I am." But what assurance do I
have that you a.re not? Perhaps you think exactly what I
think. Or perhaps you a.re someone completely different
and the only thing we share is this appearance. So what
separates us?
*

They move their faces so the other's eyes fill their vision.
Is it power? The fact that I can leave and damn you to

oblivion, is that what makes me real? Or a.re you not
a.ware of your impotence? Do you suffer the illusion that
you a.re in control?
*

They fly back and pull imaginary guns from immate-

rial holsters. Innumerable clones stand face to face in a
mock western draw. A smile.
You're fa.st. But was it your idea? I ask because that's
what really solidifies your identity in the real world. Ifl
walk out while you a.re in the middle of a thought, that
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though will never be finished. And you can do nothing. "I
will, therefore I am." Perhaps I should deny you your
true name and instead use mine. After all, you are nothing without me. So, how about it, Alex? Are you the
clocJ...'work orange? You can think on your own perhaps,
but can you control me? In this maze of me, who is the
only one with power? Who controls the fate of this hoard
of momentaries? Tell me, who is it that, in all honesty, is
most real? Who ha ...
"Whoa, man, you were in there a long time," Joshua
said as he greeted his friend with a slap on the back.
"You alright?"
He blinked as if emerging from a daydream. "Yeah,
I'm fine. That place really messes with your head," he
smiled. He looked around to search for anything else this
strange fair could offer. "Do you think there's a bearded
lady anywhere around here?"
"I don't know, let's look around."
*

The boy and the self walk in parallel lines as they see

each other in a display window.
You poor sap. To be fooled as to the truth of your
existence. If you only knew. If you ...
And Adam walked away.
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THE BRIDE

We fevered flaws of hearts and chase, around the
billowed fire,
wait in palms oflove and haste
To crown the night of mire.
Through sweetened sounds of velvet lyre, the whitened
bride stands astute
while chambers treasure higher,
in slips of whispered flute .
For I have come in just admire to bar the souls
before the door,
who reign to dress in black attire
and shame the clouds they pardon for.
From all these voices and vices taught, became the waves
of which we've wrought,
to lift our brows for things we've bought
and passed to ages furthered sought.
And glory found with love beside, I fear long
the days ascending,
For love has found, this search has died
And stitched this heart of mending.
by'.DavidKalikiano Illman
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"SOMETIMES,
BUT

I

NEVER KNOW WHAT

I

WILL SAY,

I ALWAYS KNOW WHAT I'LL GET BACK."

